Model transformation is an important building block for model-driven approaches. It puts forward a necessity and a challenge to specify and realize model transformation as well as to ensure the correctness of transformations. This paper proposes an OCL-based framework for model transformations. The formal foundation of the framework is the integration of Triple Graph Grammars and the Object Constraint Language (OCL). The OCL-based transformation framework offers an on-the-fly verification of model transformations and means for transformation quality assurance.
Introduction
Model transformation can be seen as the heart of model-driven approaches [1] . Transformations are useful for different goals such as (1) to relate views of the system to each other; (2) to reflect about a model from other domains for an enhancement of model analysis; and (3) to obtain a mapping between models in different languages. Within such cases it is necessary to offer methods to specify and realize model transformation as well as to ensure the correctness of transformations. This is really a challenge because of the diversity of models and transformations.
Problem. Many approaches to model transformation have been introduced, as surveyed in [2] . The works in [3, 4] offer mechanisms for model transformations in line with the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) standard [5] . The ideas in [6, 7] focus on the graph transformation-based approach for unidirectional transformations. Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) * Corresponding author. Email: hanhdd@vnu.edu.vn are proposed in [8] as a similar approach for bidirectional transformations. In addition to specification and realization of transformations as proposed by these works, several papers discuss how to ensure the correctness of transformations. In [9] the authors introduce a method to derive Object Constraint Language (OCL) invariants from declarative transformations like TGGs and QVT in order to enable their verification and analysis.
The work in [10] aims to establish a framework for transformation testing. To the best of our knowledge, so far there has not been any suitable approach yet to support both specification and quality assurance of transformations.
Contribution. (1) In this paper we focus on the integration of TGGs and OCL as a foundation for model transformation.
Incorporating OCL conditions in triple rules of a triple graph grammar allows us to express better transformations.
(2) Our approach targets both declarative and operational features of transformations.
Within the approach a new method to extract invariants for TGG transformations is introduced. (3) We propose a specification method of transformations and an OCL-based framework for model transformation. We realize the approach in USE [11] , a tool with full OCL support. This offers an on-the-fly verification of transformations and means for quality assurance of transformations.
Outline. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates our work by means of examples. Section 3 introduces a formal foundation for specification and realization of transformations. Section 4 proposes an OCLbased framework for model transformations. Section 5 explains how the framework could offer means for transformation quality assurance. Section 6 shows how the approach is realized in the USE tool. Section 7 comments on related work. The paper is closed with a conclusion and a discussion of future work.
Motivating Example
We focus on a transformation situation between a statechart and an extended hierarchical automaton.
A UML statechart (state machine) [12] offers a light-weight notation for describing the system behavior. In order to model-check statecharts, it is necessary to transform them and represent them in a mathematical formalism like Extended Hierarchical Automata (EHAs). EHAs have been proposed in [13] as an intermediate format to facilitate linking new tools to a statechart-based environment.
This formalism uses singlesource/single-target transitions (as in usual automata), and forbids interlevel transitions. The EHA notation is a simple formalism with a more restricted syntax than statecharts which nevertheless allows us to capture the richer formalism [13] . Figure 1 presents models for a traffic supervisor system for a crossing of a main road and a country road [14] . The lamp controller provides higher precedence to the main road as follow: If more than two cars are waiting at the main road (this information is provided by a sensor), the lamp will be switched from red to red-yellow immediately, instead of obeying a waiting period as usual. A camera allows the system to record cars running illegally in the crossing during the red signal period.
The example statechart (Fig. 1) shows two basic states On and Off, reflecting whether the system is turned on or off. There is a concurrent decomposition of the On state. The region on the left corresponds to the lamp state, and the region on the right corresponds to the camera state. Each of these regions is concurrently active. The On state is referred to as an orthogonal state, i.e., a composite state containing more than one region. Note that in our specification the synchronization between the two regions currently currently is not reflected. The Off state, which does not have substates, is referred to as a simple state.
The example EHA is another representation of the example statechart. This EHA consists of four sequential automata (denoted by rectangles), each of which contains simple states and transitions. States can be refined by concurrently operating sequential automata, imposing a tree structure on them. The refinement is expressed by the dotted arrows, e.g., the On state is refined by two sequential automata. Interlevel transitions in statecharts are transitions which do not respect the hierarchy of states, i.e., those that may cross borderlines of states. The EHA expresses them using labeled transitions in the automata representing the lowest composite state that contains all the explicit source and target states of the original transition. For example, the interlevel transition from Count2 to RedYellow in the statechart is represented by the transition from Red to RedYellow together with the label Count2. This label is referred as a source restriction. The transition is enabled only if its source and all state in the source restriction set ({Count2}) are active. The interlevel transition from Off to On is represented by the similar transition in the corresponding automaton together with labels Green and CameraOff, called a target determination. When taking the transition, the target and all states in the target determination set ({Green, CameraOff}) are entered and become active. The transformation example motivates our work with the following requirements: (1) Specifying and realizing of transformations: We need to offer means so that transformations could be specified and performed, as well as source and target models could be represented and taken as the input and output of transformations. (2) Verifying transformations: We need to check if there are any defects in a transformation.
A transformation can be considered as a program taking the source and target model as the input and output. We could expect several reasonable assumptions on such a transformation model to be satisfied. (3) Validating transformations: The aim is to ensure a transformation is a "right" one by executing the transformation in various scenarios and comparing the de facto result with the expected outcome. The process cannot be fully automated: The modeler has to define relevant scenarios, so-called test cases, and then to compare the obtained and expected result.
Foundations for a Model-Driven Approach
This section explains foundations for a modeldriven approach to software engineering.
Graph Transformation
Definition 1 (Graphs and Morphisms). Let a set of labels L be given.
• V G is a finite set of nodes (vertices),
• E G ⊆ V G ×V G is a binary relation describing the edges,
• s G , t G : E G → V G are source and target functions mapping graph edges to nodes, and
functions that assign a label to a node and an edge, respectively.
A graph is said to be empty, if the V G and E G are empty sets.
Let 
An application of a triple rule tr = (s, c, t) : L → R to a given triple graph G to yield a triple graph H consists of the following steps:
• Choose an occurrence of the LHS L in G by defining a triple graph morphism m = (sm, cm, tm) : L → G, called a triple match.
• Glue the graph G and the RHS R according to the occurrences of L in G so that new items that are presented in R but not in L are added to G. This yields a gluing graph Z. Formally, we have m(L ∩ R) = G ∩ Z.
Here, graphs can be seen as a set of items including vertices and edges.
• Remove the occurrence of L from Z as well as all dangling edges, i.e., all edges incident to a removed node. This yields the resulting graph H. Formally, we have H = Z \ m(L).
• The gluing step allows us to obtain the socalled comatch morphism n = (sn, cn, tn), where sn = SR → SH, cn = CR → CH, and tn = TR → TH. The induced morphisms s H : CH → SH and t H : CH → TH could be obtained from the comath morphism n. A triple graph grammar is a structure TGG = (TG, S , TR) where TG includes a so-called triple type graph and a typing function mapping socalled typed graphs to the type graph, S is an initial graph, and TR = {tr 1 , tr 2 , ...., tr n } is a set of triple rules. Triple graph language of TGG is the set {G | G is typed by TG ∧ ∃ triple graph transformation S ⇒ * G}. Such an integrated triple graph is often defined by a triple derivation. Derived triple rules allows us to compute the triple graph by taking the source (target or both) model as the input. A detailed explanation of how to apply derived triples is shown in SubSect. 3.5.
Definition 4 (Derived Triple Rules).
Each triple rule tr = L → R derives forward, backward, and integration rules as follows:
where id is the identify function.
The Object Constraint Language
The Object Constraint Langauge (OCL) [15] is a formal language to describe expressions on UML models, e.g., as shown in Fig. 5 : (1) OCL expressions, that might be object constraints or queries, do not have side effects. (2) The OCL is a typed language. Each valid (well-formed) OCL expression has a type, which is the type of the evaluated value of this expression. The type system of OCL includes basic types (e.g., Integer, Real, String, and Boolean), object types, collection types (e.g., Collection(t), Set(t), Bag(t), and Sequence(t) for describing collections of values of type t), and message types. (3) OCL is often employed for the following purposes: • To specify invariants, i.e., conditions that must be true for all instances of the class in all system states. Example:
--The number of cars is --greater than 10. context CarModel inv: self.car.size() > 10
• To describe pre-and post conditions on operations.
--When a car is picked up. context Rental::assignCar(cr:Car) pre self.car = null post self.car = cr
• To describe guards within a statechart.
• As a query language, i.e., to query the given system state by OCL expressions.
OCL expressions are developed on the basis of an object model. The aim is to allow us to express attribute values and logic conditions on the structure defined by the object model. Specifically, the object model structure is extended with an OCL algebra [16] .
Definition 5 (Object Models).
An object model is the structure M = (CLASS, ATT c , OP c , ASSOC, associates, roles, multiplicities, ≺) where 1. CLASS ⊆ N is a set of names representing a set of classes, where N ⊆ A + is a non-empty set of names over alphabet A. Each class c ∈ CLASS induces an object type t c ∈ T . The values of the type refer to the objects of the class.
ATT c is the attributes of a class c ∈ CLASS,
defined as a set of signatures a : t c → t, where the attribute name a is an element of N, t c ∈ T is the type of class c, and t ∈ T is the type of the attribute. 3. OP c is a set of signatures for user-defined operations of a class c with type t c ∈ T . The signatures are of the form ω : t c × t 1 × ... × t n → t, where ω is the name of the operation, and t, t 1 , ... , t n are types in T . 4. ASSOC is a set of association names.
(a) associates : ASSOC → CLASS + is a function mapping each association name to a list of participating classes. This list has at least two elements. (b) roles : ASSOC → N + is a function mapping each association to a list of role names. It assigns each class participating in an association a unique role name. (c) multiplicities : ASSOC → P(N 0 ) + is a function mapping each association to a list of multiplicities. It assigns each class participating in an association a multiplicity. A multiplicity is a non-empty set of natural numbers (an element of the power set P(N 0 ) + ) different from {0}. 5. ≺ is a partial order on CLASS reflecting the generalization hierarchy of classes. An interpretation of an object model is referred to as a snapshot (a system state). A snapshot is constituted by objects, links, and attribute values. Definition 6 (Snapshots). A snapshot of an object model M is the structure σ(M) = (σ CLASS , σ ATT , σ ASSOC ) such that:
1. For each c ∈ CLASS, the finite set σ CLASS (c) contains all objects of class c ∈ CLASS existing in the snapshot: A link set must satisfy all multiplicity specifications: ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ∀l ∈ σ ASSOC (as):
where • I(t) is the domain of each type t ∈ T .
• oid(c) is the objects of each c ∈ CLASS. The set is often infinite.
• ATT * c is the direct and inherited attributes of the class c: ATT * c = ATT c ∪ c≺c ATT c .
• I ASSOC (as) = I CLASS (c 1 ) × ... × I CLASS (c n )
interprets the association as, where associations(as) = c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n , as ∈ ASSOC, and c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n are the classes. Each l as ∈ I ASSOC (as) is a link.
• π i (l) projects the ith component of a list l. 
Models and Metamodels
A model is a representation in a certain medium of something in the same or another medium. The model captures the important aspects of the thing being modeled from a certain point of view and simplifies or omits the rest [12] . The medium to express models, a convenience for working, can be 3-D figures in a paper, a computer for models of buildings, or modeling languages. Our work focuses on modeling languages, defined using metamodels, as the means to express models.
Definition 7 (Metamodels).
A metamodel is the structure MM = (M, WFC) where the M is an object model and the WFC is a set of OCL conditions, so-called well-formedness conditions, w.r.t the OCL algebra built on the M. The graph corresponding to the metamodel is referred to as a type graph. Definition 8 (Models). Let a metamodel MM = (M, WFC) be given. A model that conforms to the metamodel MM is a snapshot of the M and the snapshot fulfills all the OCL invariants of the WFC. Figure 7 shows a model that conforms to the statechart metamodel. The graph corresponding to the model is referred to as a typed graph. The model might be represented in different forms, i.e., in abstract syntax or concrete syntax.
Incorporation of OCL and Triple Rules
Within the context where the underlying type graph represents a metamodel, we could employ OCL conditions in order to restrict the applicability of triple rules. The aim is to increase the expressiveness of triple rules. For example, with the rule shown in Fig. 3 , we could attach it with the OCL precondition cps.isConcurr = f alse and the postcondition s.name <> null ∧ aut1.name <> null. We could define OCL application conditions for triple rules as follows.
Definition 9 (OCL Application Conditions).
OCL application conditions (BACs 1 ) of a triple rule consist of OCL conditions in source, target, and correspondence parts of the triple rule. BACs within the LHS and RHS of the triple rule are pre-and postconditions, respectively:
• BAC post = BAC S R ∪ BAC CR ∪ BAC T R , and
where the BAC xy with xy ∈ {'S L , 'S R , 'CL , 'CR , 'T L , 'T R } are the BACs in the LHS and RHS of the source, correspondence, and target parts of the triple rule, respectively; the BAC pre and BAC post are the pre-and postconditions, respectively.
Definition 10 (Application Condition Fulfillment).
A triple rule with BACs is a tuple tr = (L, R, BAC), where BAC includes OCL application conditions. A triple graph H is derived from a triple graph G by a triple rule tr = (L, R, BAC) and a triple match m iff:
• H is derived by (L → R, m) and
where r : L → R is the rule which is obtained by viewing the triple graphs LHS and RHS of the tr rule as plain graphs.
Definition 11 (Restrictions on Derived Rules).
Let a triple rule tr be given. The preconditions of its derived triple rules are defined as follows.
• BAC trF pre = BAC tr S R * ∪ BAC tr CL ∪ BAC tr T L ,
• BAC trB pre = BAC tr S L ∪ BAC tr CL ∪ BAC tr T R * , and
The postconditions are defined as follows.
• BAC trF post = BAC tr S R * ∪ BAC tr CR ∪ BAC tr T R ,
• BAC trB post = BAC tr S R ∪ BAC tr CR ∪ BAC tr T R * , and
• BAC trI post = BAC tr S R * ∪ BAC tr CR ∪ BAC tr T R * , where
• BAC trF pre , BAC trB pre , and BAC trI pre are the precondition of derived rules for forward, backward, and integration transformation, respectively; BAC trF post , BAC trB post , and BAC trI post are the postconditions,
are BACs in the LHS and RHS of parts of the triple rule tr, respectively, and
• BAC tr S R * , BAC tr CR * , and BAC tr T R * are BACs excepting ones with '@pre' in S R, CR, and T R , respectively.
Model Transformations
The aim of TGGs is to ease the description of complex transformations. Structural mappings within triple rules allow us to relate the source, target, and correspondence parts within a triple derivation: Once a plain rule derivation for the source (or target) model is given, we can induce two derivations corresponding to the remaining parts. In this way operational scenarios of triple rules for model transformations are defined.
Let TGG = (TG, S , TR) be a triple graph grammar incorporating OCL. Let VL be the language of TGG, and VL s , VL c , and VL t be the source, correspondence, and target language as the result of the projection onto the source, correspondence, and target part of VL, respectively.
Definition 12 (Forward Transformation).
Let a graph G S ∈ VL s be given. A forward transformation from G S to G T is a computation to define the graph G T ∈ VL t through a triple derivation S * ⇒ (G S ← G C → G T ).
Definition 13 (Backward Transformation).
Let a graph G T ∈ VL t be given. A backward transformation from G T to G S is a computation to define the graph G S ∈ VL s through a derivation S * ⇒ (G S ← G C → G T ).
Definition 14 (Model Integration).
Let the graphs G S ∈ VL t and G T ∈ VL s be given. A model integration of G S and G T is a computation to define a derivation S * ⇒ (G S ← G C → G T ).
Definition 15 (Model Co-Evolution)
. Let E S ∈ VL s and E T ∈ VL t be graphs as source and target parts of a triple graph E, respectively. A model co-evolution from (E S ,E T ) to (F S ,F T ) is a computation to define graphs F S ∈ VL s and F T ∈ VL t through the derivation
Theorem 1 (Derived Rules for Transformations).
Let TGG = (TG, S , TR) be a triple graph grammar incorporating OCL and (G S ← S C → S T ) be a triple graph typed by TG.
We could obtain the forward transformation from G S to G T , i.e., S * ⇒ (G S ← G C → G T ), as the following conditions are fulfilled.
Proof. Suppose that at the i th step of the transformation in (i), we can define the triple
T ). Therefore, by indution there exists a transformation S = (S S ← S C → S T )
. This is what we need to prove.
For backward and integration transformation, we can obtain a similar result. The condition (ii) in these cases is shown respectively as follow. 
A Transformation Model in OCL
This section focuses on the operational scenarios derived from triple rules including OCL. We employ OCL in order to realize the operational scenarios of triple rules towards an OCL-based framework for model transformation. The OCL framework also offers a new operation for model synchronization.
Basic Idea
As illustrated in Fig. 9 , we consider each transformation scenario derived from a triple rule as a special kind of model behavior, namely behavior of operations. Each transformation scenario can be mapped to an operation. We realize the operations by taking two views on them: Declarative OCL pre-and postconditions are employed as operation contracts, and imperative OCL command sequences are taken as an operational realization. Figure 10 depicts the input of transformation operations derived from triple rules. We use a sheet including six cells that correspond to six patterns of the original triple rule in order to describe the input of each operation. The cell denoted by 'I' means that nodes in this part belong to the input of the operation. The cell denoted by '?' represents objects created by the operation. The cell denoted by 'U' means that part of this cell belongs to the input of the operation, and this part can be updated by the operation. The remaining nodes in this cell correspond to objects created by the operation. Figure 11 presents the derived operations w.r.t the triple rule depicted in Fig. 4 . Note that when an entry of a mask parameter (maskS, maskT, or maskC having the Tuple type) in a synchronization operation is undefined, a new object corresponding to this entry is newly created. Otherwise, the entry will be updated.
OCL Transformation Operations

Example Transformation Scenarios
We have defined 9 triple rules for the SC2EHA transformation as summarized in Table 1 . We illustrate transformation scenarios by explaining informally a transformation step of each scenario. These example transformation steps are performed by operations derived from the triple rule shown in Fig. 4. 
Forward Transformation
The transformation step for the forward transformation from the statechart to the EHA is illustrated as shown in Fig. 8 . The match for this application includes objects highlighted in the first object diagram. The part (objects, nodes) which is newly created includes objects highlighted in the second object diagram. This means that all nodes and links in the source side of the original rule (Fig. 4) are used for matching the derived triple rule. transitToSimp to create a non-interlevel transition to a simple state, e.g., to create the transition from Green to Yellow.
to create a transition in an automaton, e.g., to create the transition from Green to Yellow.
transitToConcurr to create a non-interlevel transition to a concurrent state, e.g., to create the transition from Off to On.
to create a transition to a state that is refined by automatons. This transition is labeled with the target determination set. For example, to create the transition from Off to On.
transitToComp
to create a non-interlevel transition to a non-concurrent composite state, e.g., to create the transition from Yellow to Red.
to create a transition together with labels for the target determination set, e.g., to create the transition from Yellow to Red and its target determination set.
transitUpSimp to create an interlevel transition up to a state at the next level, e.g., to create the transition from Count2 to RedYellow.
to create a transition from a state refined by automatons and its source restriction set, e.g., to create the transition from Red to RedYellow and its source restriction set.
Model Integration
The transformation step to integrate the example statechart and the example EHA is shown as in Fig. 12 . We recognize that new parts occur only in the correspondence part. The match for this application includes all nodes and links in the source and target sides of the original rule. Figure 13 shows the transformation step to integrate the statechart and the EHA. The effect of the so-called synchronization step includes: (1) two objects highlighted in the second object diagram are created, and (2) the name attribute of the redStateH object is updated. 
Model Synchronization
Quality Assurance of Transformations
This section discusses how our OCL-based transformation framework offers means for transformation quality assurance.
Verification of Transformation
We explain it in a formal way: Let MM S and MM T be metamodels for source and target models, respectively. Let TGTS = (TG, S , TR) be a TGG, which relates source and target models to each other. Forward operations allows us to define a corresponding target model M T for each source model M S . We need to check if the target model M T is correctly defined. Note that the verification for other transformation scenarios can be similarly obtained.
Check Invariants of Transformations
Triple rules can be viewed as templates establishing mappings between source and target models. Therefore, the transformation is correct only if such mappings conform to triple rules. For example, with the triple rule shown in Fig. 4 a mapping that conforms to the rule must include 11 objects and 14 links. For the check we aim to maintain "traces" for such mappings. We propose to add a new node into the correspondence part of each rule. The new node represents an instance of a class whose name coincides with the rule name. The node is linked to all nodes in the correspondence part so that from this node we can navigate to them within an OCL expression. We can define an OCL condition to represent the pattern of this rule. For example, the following OCL invariant of the CompS tateNest class represents the rule CompS tateNest shown in Fig. 4 . The transformation is correct only if such an invariant are valid.
context CompStateNest inv isMatch: let s2e:SC2EHA = self.s2e in let s2a:St2Aut = self.s2a in let s2sH:S2SH = self.s2sH in let s2a1:St2Aut = self.s2a1 in s2e.isDefined and s2a.isDefined and s2sH.isDefined and s2a1.isDefined and s2e.includes(sc) and s2e.includes(eha) and s2a.includes(cps) and s2a.includes(autH) and s2sH.includes(s) and s2sH.includes(sH) and s2a1.includes(s) and s2a1.includes(aut1) and s2a.aut.includes(sH) and s2a.aut.includes(eha) and s2a1.aut1.includes(sH) and s2a1.aut1.includes(eha) and s2a.cps.includes(s) and s2e.sc.includes(s) and s2e.sc.includes(cps)
Check Contract Fulfillment
A forward transformation is realized as a sequence of OCL operation applications: d tr :
, where trF i are forward rules and m i are triple matches. In order to check the correctness of the transformation we check if each operation application realizes correctly a rule application. By checking the contract of the operation, i.e., a pair of pre-and postconditions it allows us to ensure the correctness of the transformation step. It offers an on-the-fly verification for different transformation properties.
Check Model Properties
The declarative language OCL allows us to navigate and to evaluate queries on models. Therefore, we can employ OCL to express properties of models at any specific moment in time. For example, the following OCL condition expresses the property "There is a transition from the 'Red' state to the 'Yellow' state."
Trans.allInstances()->exists(t| t.src.name='Red' and t.dst.name='Yellow')
Check Well-formedness of Models
The transformation with triple rules may maintain the conformance relationship between a model as a typed graph and its metamodel as a type graph. However, when the metamodel is restricted by OCL conditions, models during a transformation may no longer conform to their metamodel. A model conforms to the metamodel, i.e., it is well-formed only if such restricting invariants are fulfilled. For example, during the SC2EHA transformation, the following invariant ownsChildState needs to be valid. 
Validation of Transformation
This section focuses on features of the OCL-based transformation framework that might provide support for a semi-automated solution to validate transformations.
Model Integration for Test Cases
Given a test case including the source model M S and the expected target model M T . To check the transformation with the test case means we check if M T coincides with the resulting model M T . Instead of this, we could employ integration rules in order to obtain an integration of M S and M T : A mapping between these models is established. The derivation is such that (
where trI i are integration rules and m i are triple matches. In this way the transformation can be better animated for the modeler.
Animation of Transformation
After each transformation step, we can see the combination of the source, correspondence, and target part as a whole model. We could employ OCL expressions in order to explore such a model. Mappings within the current rule application can be highlighted by OCL queries. This makes it easier for the modeler to check if the rule application is correct.
The RTL Language and Tool Support
Our approach for verification and validation of transformation is realized with the support of USE [11] , which is a tool for analysis, reasoning, verification and validation of UML/OCL specifications. We define the RTL 2 language in order to specify triple rules incorporating OCL. The declarative specification in textual form can generate the different operations for transformation scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 14 .
With the full OCL support, USE allows us to realize transformations and to ensure their correctness as discussed in Sect. 5: We could check class invariants, pre-and postconditions of operations, and properties of models, which are expressed in OCL. In USE system states are represented as object diagrams. System evolution can be carried out using operations based on basic state manipulations, such as (1) creating and destroying objects or links and (2) modifying attributes.
In this way a transformation framework based on the integration of TGGs and OCL are completely covered by USE. Figure 15 shows metamodels for the SC2EHA transformation in USE. pre simpStateTop_coEvol_pre: 
let eha: EHA = matchTL.eha in let aut: (a) rule specification in RTL (b) the generated operation for co-evolution 
Related Work
Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) have been proposed in [8] . Since then, many works have extended TGGs for software engineering [17] . Here we focus on the incorporation of TGGs and OCL as a foundation for transformations as proposed in our previous work [18, 19, 20] . This work is an extended version of our previous work with a focus on a formal foundation and an OCLbased framework for model transformations.
Many approaches have been proposed for model transformation.
Most of them are in line with the standard QVT [5] such as ATL [3] and Kermeta [4] . Like our work, they allow the developer to precisely present models using metamodels and OCL. The advantage of our approach is that it is based on the integration of TGGs and OCL, which allows the developer to automatically analyze and verify transformations, and supports for bidirectional model transformation.
Our approach for model transformation is based on graph transformation like the work in VMTS [6] and Fujaba [17] . Many other works focus on the translation of the transformation to a formal domain for model checking such as Alloy in [21] , Promela in [22] , and Maude in [23] .
In the field of Model-Driven Engineering, testing and analysis of model transformations has been subject to investigations (see, for example, [24, 25] ). The work [26] proposes a technique for developing test cases for UML and OCL models. By guiding the construction process through so-called classifying terms, the built test cases in form of object models are classified into equivalence classes. In [9] the authors propose a method to derive OCL invariants from TGG and QVT transformations in order to enable their verification and analysis.
Our approach targets to support for both declarative and operational features of transformations. We also introduce a new method to extract invariants for TGG transformations. Several other works focus on verification and validation of transformations. The proposal in [27] introduces a method to check semantic equivalence between the initial model and the generated code. The approach in [7] verifies transformation correctness with respect to semantic properties by model checking the transition system of the source and target models. The work in [10] aims at developing frameworks for transformation testing. 
Conclusion
We have introduced an approach for specifying, realizing, and ensuring the quality of model transformations: (1) The foundation of the approach is based on the integration of TGGs and OCL. We have further formulated operation contracts for derived triple rules in order to realize them as OCL operations with two views: Declarative OCL pre-and postconditions are employed as operation contracts, and imperative command sequences are taken as an operational realization. (2) Both declarative and operational views are obtained by an automatic translation from the RTL specification of transformations. This work also embodies a new method to extract invariants for transformations. The central idea is to view transformations as models. (3) An OCL-based framework for model transformation has been established. As being realized on a full OCL support environment like USE, the framework offers a support for validation and verification of transformations.
Our future work includes the following issues. We aim to enhance the technique to extract invariants for transformation models. A control structure like sequence diagram for the RTL specification is also in the focus of our future work. The goal is to increase the efficiency of transformations. The technique to generate test cases from the RTL specification will also be explored. We will focus on other properties of transformations such as the determinateness of transformation. These are efforts towards a full framework for quality assurance of model transformations. Larger case studies must give detailed feedback on the proposal.
